Abstract-Macroscopic images are kind of environments in which complex patterns are present. Satellite images are one of these classes where many patterns are present. This fact reflects the challenges in detecting patterns present in this kind of environments. SPOT1b satellite images provide valuable information. These images are affordable and can be applicable in wide applications. This paper demonstrates an approach to generate detection plane that visualize patterns present in the satellite image. The detection plane uses rough neural network to provide optimal representation in backpropagation architecture. Rough set theory combined with multilayer perceptron constitutes the rough neural network. Reduction in the feature dimensionality via the rough module improves the recognition ability of the neural network. It is found that the rough module provides the neural network with optimal features. The ability of the neural network to efficiently detect and visualize the pattern stems from a developed extraction algorithm. The result of the hybrid architecture provides the plane with the best features that visualize the phenomena under investigation. Together with the novel extraction algorithm, the developed system provides a tool to visualize patterns present in SPOT1b Satellite image.
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid architectures are novel techniques to intelligent and powerful systems. The architectures usually present combination of different techniques. Recently rough set theory in combination with neural networks enriches the literature with architectures that enhances the recognition ability of neural networks. Hybrid architectures are formed to overcome limitations of individual system. The power in such systems stem from their capabilities to exhibit multiple information processing [1, 2, 3, 12] Recent developments in the area of image recognition involve methods for extraction, classification, and selections [4, 13, 14] . An open problem in this area is to find the best features that enable success recognition in classification processes.
The best set that can represent features is generally goal, data, and classification design dependent. Complex application problems such as in remote sensing, medical imaging ,…etc are likely to present large numbers of features so a method for reduction is highly desirable [5, 11, 14, 15] . This paper demonstrates an approach to automatic detection plane generation for certain patterns present in SPOT1b satellite image. The paper also provides an automatic feature extraction pseudo code that improves the extraction process in such big data environment. A highlight on the architecture used is provided. The approach is theoretically robust, and found efficient to such complicated image.
II. THE RNN ARCHITECTURE
RNN composed of two phases. A feature extraction phase (FE), and a feedforeward neural network phase. The FE accepts an input signal which is two dimensional input image, generates frames for feature computations. The rough module within the FE phase filtered the features. Outputs of the FE are the inputs to the second phase. Neurons in the input layer accept distilled features from the FE phase. Two sets are to be composed from the image, one for training and the other for testing. The network is a backpropagation network. Figure 1 gives configuration of the architecture. [11] III. ATOMATIC FEATURE EXTRACTION Reduction based features www.ijacsa.thesai.org automatically assign the labels to the extracted features has been developed. The extraction process forms frames from the satellite image, and subsequently extract features from these frames. Association of the frame label is done by a 3x3 filter. Whenever the frame matched a filter kernel, a label is created to identify the frame. set label = n+1, go to step 3 12. if more frames go to step 3 13. else end
IV. DETECTION PLANE GENERATION
The detection plane is the plane produced by the network as a result of the present of a pattern in the satellite image. It is considered visualization for the detected phenomena, object,…etc. In this work, we span the image for three categories. The first are water bodies, the second is buildings and networks, and the third is vegetation and swaps. The trained architecture is used in the plane generation. RNN was trained and tested over a portion of 512x512 from an original satellite image (Figure 2 ). The original image is 2997x4139 scene over the area of Sepang, Kajang, Bangi in Malaysia.
In order to creat the detection plane, a source image is supplied to the RNN. Starting at the top left corner, the trained RNN scanned the image horizontally 3x3 frame at a time. Then it is moved down three rows and moved horizontally again. The process continued until the network traverse the entire image. A 3x3 destination frame is created each time the network moves to a new position. At any position a distance measure is formed from the original frame vector to the network vector, then threshold. The result of the threshold yields the detection plane frame corresponding to the current position. The following pseudo code (Pseudo code II) illustrates the process. no; set corresponding detection plane frame = 1 Experiments
________________________________________________
The approach described in the previous section illustrated with the SPOT1b satellite image shown in Fig 2. The image is portion of the SPOT1b of the area of Sepang, Bangi, Kajang, in Malayisa. The objective is to recognize three patterns present in the image. The image is 512  512 pixels of surface from the original scene of 2997  4139 pixels. The RNN trained and tested using the 512x512 image. Features used in the recognition system isolated from measures of intensities and intensity variations of the pixels, texture features based on spatial gray level dependence matrices, and moment"s invariants. More discussion on this can be found in [10] .
Labeling is performed through the mean, standard deviation, and the color. These statistics are computed for each band of the image; in addition to the color, which plays a major factor. Experiments are carried extensively to find the appropriate frame size that best fit in this application. Starting from 16x16, 8x8, 5x5, and ends with 3x3 which is found to be the best frame size. The 5x5 frame produce very low recognition rate, the best of is 35%. The others fail to represent any of the features. This can be attributed to the pixel resolution of the SPOT sensor. 24 feature detectors representation of the satellite image patterns were extracted from the 3 3  frames composed from the original scene.
V. DISSCUSSION
The architecture is examined for the recognition of the three categories water bodies, buildings and networks, and vegetations. 24 feature detectors representation of the satellite image patterns were extracted from 3 3  frames composed from the original scene. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The rough module generated the information system based on the distilled features. The best algorithm suited for this application is found to be the recursive minimal entropy algorithm [9] . 8900 frames were extracted from the image. 5000 of them were used to form the training set. The whole image is used for testing.
Reduction based on Johnson"s reducer is given in Table 1 . The table displays nine reducts that are considered the filtered features for the recognition process. The best architecture found composed of 9 input neurons, resulted from the Johnson algorithm. Neurons in the hidden units are 10, and 4 output neurons. The fourth output neuron accommodates the mixed frames, which the system fails to classify as any of the three categories. This can be attributed to the present of more than one pattern or may represent different pattern. The best architecture"s parameters are given in Table  2 . Table 3 displays the best recognition rates obtained. Previous work [11] , experimented a backpropagation network of the same parameters, excluding the rough module resulted in 89.076% recognition rate.
1) Network Scannin
Network scanning mode is the process of generating the detection plane. The scanning mode results in a visualization plane for certain patterns in the image.
The network scanning mode results in Figures 3 to 5 . The figures visualize the three patterns under investigation, and found to be present in the satellite image. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The work in this paper represents visualization of patterns present in SPOT1b satellite image. Each pattern is visualized in a separate plane.RNN which is found to generalize and deal with uncertainty and vagueness present in the SPOT1bsatellite image is developed to produce a system capable of visualizing the patterns present in the satellite image. 
